
Multifunctional Radio Flashlight

Function：
 LED flashlight
 FM/AM
 SOS emergency signal button
 Emergency mobile phone charging
 Charge/discharge protection
 Multi-functional charging methods

--Hand crank charging
--Solar charging
--USB charging

 IPX3 waterproof

Manual：
 Turn the power button clockwise and

adjust the volume.
 Choose AM, FM station and pull the

radio's antenna up to receive a better
signal.

 Turn the tuning knob to select a better
channel. The signal indicator will turn
green when the radio receives a signal.

Flashlight use：
 Press the flashlight switch to turn on the

flashlight.
 Press the switch again to turn off the

flashlight.

Solar power/Hand crank/USB charging

A Solar charging

 The radio can be fully charged after 66
hours by placing it in the direct sunlight.
When the red indicator light is on, it
proves that the radio is charging.

B Hand crank charging
 Pick up the crank.
 When using the radio for the first time, or

if the radio has not been used for more
than 60 days, hand crank clockwise or
counterclockwise for 3 to 5 minutes
continuously to activate the built-in
battery. The red indicator will light up
when the radio is charging.

 If charging the radio by hand continuously,
shake the hand joystick continuously for 1
minute (hand crank frequency >= 130
times), you can use the flashlight for
15~20 minutes; radio playback (at
medium volume) for 15~20 minutes;
phone charging calls for 3~ 5 minutes
time.
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C USB charging
 Use the Type-C interface to connect to the

radio and then the other end of the USB
interface to connect to a computer. The
red light is on when the radio is charging.

Phone charging
 Open the rubber cover.
 Use a USB cable to connect the phone,

the phone will automatically charge. No
need to crank the radio.

Charging protection
 When the red charging indicator light

flashes, it means the radio is charging.
After fully charged, the red indicator light
is always on.

Discharge protection
 When the battery is overloaded or

short-circuited, the output will stop
automatically.

 When the voltage is lower than 2.5V, the
power supply will cut off automatically.

Specification:
 Dimension：128 x 60 x 45（mm）

 Weight: approx 300g
 Maximum power: 1.5W
 Frequency:

AM: 520~1710 KHz
FM: 87~108 MHz

 Working voltage: 2.7~4.2V
 Battery: 3.7/2000mAh Li-ion

Maintenance:
 Wipe the casing of the radio with a soft

cloth.
 Use qualified products to clean the

flashlight lens.
 Do not use any rough tools or solvents to

clean the radio.
 The radio is not completely waterproof,

just IPX3 level. Therefore, it is forbidden
to place it in water for a long time.

 When the radio has been idle for more
than 60 days, or when it is used for the
first time. Please use hand-crank charging
or solar charging for 3~5 minutes to
activate the built-in battery.

Type-C inputSTD USB output

Replaceable battery cover


